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ABSTRACT 
Dealing with multipeaked problems, the goal of the paper is to improve the quality of 
the approximations for the expectations appearing in the differential equations written 
for the statistical moments of the state vector, guided by insight in the system dynam-
ics. For systems with polynomial non-linearities, modifications in the cumulant neglect 
closure scheme are suggested. The methodology is illustrated using the two wells oscil-
lator. An error analysis is performed to compare the modified and ordinary cumulant 
neglect closure _ schemes applied at the second and fourth order levels with the exact 
results available. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The equation of motion of non-linear dynamic systems driven by filtered white noise 
processes are basically non-linear stochastic differential equations. Because of the non-
linearities, non-provided expectations appear in the differential equations written for 
the statistical moments of the state vector. These can be evaluated approximately 
by means of socalled closure schemes. A cumulant neglect closure scheme is such a 
closure scheme which can be applied with high efficiency in case of polynomial non-
li •• ~arities generating single well potentials such as the Duffing oscillator with hardening 
spring stiffness. In these cases, the found joint probability density function (jpdf) of 
the state vector appears as monomodal and almost Gaussian. However, in some cases 
the jpdf displays multipeaks, generated by the system dynamics. In these problems, the 
cumulant neglect closure may give highly erroneous results and even become numerically 
unstable, Bergman et al. (1995). It is the idea of the paper to transform any state 
variable, which possesses multipeak behaviour, into an auxiliary variable that would 
behave monomodally, and then perform the cumulant neglect closure on the jpdf of 
these variables. The methodology is illustrated using a two wells oscillator, for which 
exact stationary jpdf is known. In what follows, closed form results for the variance of 
the displacement of the two wells oscillator are obtained using the ordinary and modified 
cumulant neglect closure schemes. Finally, the variance of the displacement obtained 
by the ordinary and modified cumulant neglect closure schemes applied at the 2nd and 
4th order level are compared with the exact results. 
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2. TWO WELLS OSCILLATOR 
The equation of motion of a two wells oscillator driven by white noise can be written in 
state vector form as 
dZ(t) = c(Z(t))dt + ddW(t) Z(O) = 0 (1) 
[
X(t)] 
Z(t) = X(t) [ 
X(t) ] 
c(Z(t)) = -2(woX(t)- a~~X) d- [ 0 ] - J2rrSo (2) 
x2 ( 1 (x)2) V(X) = -w52 1- 2 xo (3) 
where c(Z(t)) and d are the drift and diffusion vectors. ( and w0 are parameters to 
define the system damping and stiffness. x 0 is the non-linear parameter denoting the 
locations of the peaks in the potential function and the pdf of the displacement X ( t) 
as shown in Figure 1. W(t) is the unit Wiener process. The exact stationary jpdf 
f x x ( x, x) of the state vector Z( t) is known. 
) 
f x x ( x, X) = C exp ( - ; ~0 ( ~ x2 + V ( x))) (4) 
where C is a constant determined from the normalization of the jpdf. All joint statistical 
moments of odd order are zero due to the antisymmetry of the drift vector. Using Ita's 
lemma, the statististical moment equations can be derived for the 2nd /-lij and 4th /-lijkl 
order statistical moments. 
P,ij = 2{ Bim/-lmj + Dimnp/-lmnpj} s + d;dj /-lij(O) = 0 (5) 
/-lijkt(O) = 0 (6) 
{ ·} 8 is the symmetry operator, and the tensorial notation ci(Z) = B;mZm +DimnpZmZnZp 
of the cubic non-linear drift vector is employed. Closed form results for a]c are obtained 
from the quadratic and cubic equations given in (7) if the cumulant neglect closure is 
applied at the 2nd (this is tantamount to Gaussian closure) and 4th order level. Unpro-
vided expectations J-lijkl and /-lijklmn appearing in (5) and (6) for the respective order 
of closure are approximated as given in (8), Stratonovich (1963). 
rrSo 2 3 4 
2~"w3 + ax - x2 ax = 0 
., 0 0 
(7) 
3 
f..Lijkl = 3{J.Lijf..Lkd s } 
f..Lijklmn = 15{J.Lijf..Lklmn}s + 10{J.Lijkf..Llmn}s- 30{J.Lijf..Lklf..Lmn}s 
(8) 
3. MODIFIED CUMULANT NEGLECT CLOSURE 
Considering the multi peaked behaviour of the jpdf, a closure scheme using a multi peaked 
jpdf for f x x ( x, x) is proposed. 
fxx(x, x) = ~ (fvx(x + xo, x) + fv:d -x + xo, -x)) (9) 
where the jpdf f v x of the auxiliary variable V and X is assumed to be monomodal. 
As seen, the setting (9) ensures that fxx(x, x) = fxx( -x, -x ), which is caused by the 
anti-symmetry of the drift vector, c(Z(t)) = -c( -Z(t)). An ordinary cumulant neglect 
closure is now suitable with respect to this distribution. From (9), it follows that 
E[Xm Xn] = ~(1 + ( -1)m+n)E[(V- x 0 )m Xn] = 
~(1 + (-l)m+n) t. ( 7 )E[V'Xn](-xo)m-1 (10) 
For the application of (10) for closure at the 4th order level, first the expectations 
E(V 1Xn], l + n = 2,4 appearing on the right hand side are expressed by the provided 
moments E[Xm .kn], m+n = 2, 4 on the left hand side. Next, moments E[V 1Xn], l+n = 
6 are expressed by now known moments E(V1Xn], l+n = 2, 4 using the cumulant neglect 
closure. Finally, E[Xm .Xn], m+ n = 6 are evaluated from (10). A similar procedure is 
applied for closure at the 2nd order. With these modifications in the moment equations, 
the following polynomial equations similar to (7) are obtained to solve for ai. 
(11) 
As an effect of the proposed modifications of the cumulant neglect closure scheme, an 
additional2x~ is observed in the first equation of (11) compared to (7), whereas -16xg 
is added to the numerator of the last term in the second equation. The improvements 
in terms of the pdf and ai are illustrated for a wide range of non-linearities below. 
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4. NUMERI CAL EXAMPLE 
In what follows, 2(~0 = 1 and w0 = 1. Special attention is drawn to the value x 0 = v'10 
to compare the modified closure scheme results with the ones available in the literature, 
Bergman et al. (1995) . First, the modified analysis capture the double peaked behaviour 
as shown in Figure 1. The corresponding stationary 0"3c calculated using the ordinary 
and modified closure methods is listed in Table 1 with the associated errors. Non-
stationary O"i ( t) is plotted in Figure 2. Modified Gaussian closure results of Figure 2b 
are better than the ordinary closure scheme results plotted in Figure 2a, Bergman et 
al. (1995). Finally, x 0 is varied in the domain of [ 0.1- 5.0] which covers a wide range 
of non-linearities, and stationary 0"3c obtained using modified and ordinary cumulant 
neglect closure schemes are compared and it is found that modifications not only capture 
the peaked behaviour but also perform well for the 2nd moment analysis for a wide range . 
of non-linearities. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Based on system dynamics, especially in multipeaked problems, modifications in the 
cumulant neglect closure schemes would provide better results in terms of statistical 
mom<tnts and the jpdf of the response. 
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Table 1. Exact u~ and associated errors 
for x6 = 10 
Method Stationary u~ Error 
Exact 0.7136 -
Ordinary 2nd order 4.1387 52.5 
Ordinary 4th order 5 .0000 42 .6 
Modified 2nd order 10.1977 17.0 
Modified 4th order 10.1799 16.8 
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Figure 1. Exact (solid line) stationary pdf of X compared to ordinary (thin dashed line) and modified 
(thick dashed line) cumulant neglect closure of the 2nd order. 
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Figure 2. Non-stationary results. a) ui (t) versus time for 2nd, 4th, 6th order closure, Bergman et al. 
(1995). b) ui versus time for modified 2nd order closure. 
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Figure 3. Stationary ui versus xo a) Exact (solid line), ordinary (thick dashed line) and modified (thin 
dashed line) Gaussian closure results . b) Exact (solid line), ordinary (thick dashed line) and modified 
(thin dashed line) cumulant neglect closure of the 4th order. 
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